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Gee @realDonaldTrump ... it looks like you lied about Kim
Jong Un🤔 Who were you really covering for? North
Korea or Russia⁉

The Wall Street Journal
@WSJ

Security experts say satellite images show North Korea has been 
ramping up production of its nuclear arsenal over the past year 
on.wsj.com/2Y56nZO

327 12:30 PM - Jul 25, 2019

457 people are talking about this

🔥Putin’s agenda w North Korea was shielded while Don the Con kept us enthralled

w his and Kim Jong Un’s bromance...

Venture Capital
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Putin has been conspiring to use his “Trump Card” w Kim 
Jung Un for awhile now. Remember last year when he gifted 
North Korea w Internet routed thru Russia  
forbes.com/sites/outofasi…

Russia Is Now Providing North Korea With Internet: What That…
BY MATTHEW NEWTON AND DONGHUI PARK. Russia and North
Korea make natural allies in that they are aligned against the U.S.
forbes.com
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60 3:33 AM - Jul 1, 2018

86 people are talking about this

💥Russia and North Korea made a pipeline deal w Gazprom while we were busy w

Trump and Kim Jong Un’s antics💥
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Thanks to @realDonaldTrump Putin reaps huge rewards after 
Trump’s North Korea talks Gazprom will construct pipeline 
from Russia to South Korea thru North Korea 
tass.com/economy/1009657  tip @xtraferocity

62 3:39 AM - Jun 16, 2018

86 people are talking about this

Gazprom, South Korea resume talks on construction of gas pi…
The political situation is somewhat different at the moment, the
company's representative stressed
tass.com

😳While we were wondering about Trump saluting a North Korean General... Putin

was helping Kim Jong Un with his nuclear program..
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What’s the chance North Korea is  under the influence 
of Putin  what if Putin is helping them advance their nuclear 
program

273 1:03 AM - Aug 11, 2017

176 people are talking about this

🔥While we were bamboozled with Trump and Kim Jong Un comparing the size of

their missiles- we were distracted from Putin ignoring North Korean sanctions... 🔥
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@CNN Trump signed EO that says we won’t do business w 
anyone supporting N Korea   who wants to tell 
@POTUS  newsweek.com/russia-north-k…
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49 9:56 PM - Dec 24, 2017

42 people are talking about this

Russia is sending oil to North Korea and fuel prices are droppi…
It is "no secret" that Russia supplies North Korea with oil. But is it
undermining U.S. diplomatic efforts?
newsweek.com
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